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Introduction 
 

Recently a shifts in the use of oilseeds for fuel 

have caused changes in food oil consumption 

patterns. This has increased the demand of 

oilseed in different industries owing to the 

increase in usage for different purposes of oil, 

meal and condiments. Among the seven edible 

oilseeds cultivated in India, rapeseed-mustard 

(Brassica spp.) contributes 28.6% in the total 

production of oilseeds. In India Oilseeds 

occupies an area of 24.65 million hectares and 
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Ongoing research suggests that the average global temperature on Earth has increased 

by a little more than 1° Celsius so, it is important to study effect of abiotic stresses, on 

plant growth since change in environment causes change in behaviour or mode of 

expression of genes in a genetic population and limits plants in achieving their 

potential yield. Keeping these points in mind the adequacy of different genetic models 

and nature and magnitude of gene effects responsible for the expression of seed yield 

and important yield contributing characters were studied in mustard. Six generations 

of three crosses viz; Kranti × PM 25, Vardan × PM 25 and NRCHB 101 × PM 25 

sown in Compact Family Block Design in timely and late sown conditions were 

investigated. The characters Seed yield per plant (g) and Oil content (%) were studied. 

Findings suggested that different characters in the same cross or same character in 

different crosses in different sowing conditions showed different type and magnitude 

of gene effects. Data recorded suggested that dominance played a major role in the 

inheritance of the studied traits and that the genes involved in the inheritance of these 

traits are predominantly dispersed in the parents with the presence of duplicate and 

complementary epistasis. Presence of interaction effects and duplicate epistasis 

suggested the possibilities of obtaining transgressive segregants in later generations. 

The importance of fixable and non-fixable gene action in controlling different yield 

and component traits was also observed. The present findings helped in deciding 

effective selection methods and breeding strategies to get desired improvement in seed 

yield and related traits for heat stress. 
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produces approximately 31.31 million tonnes 

with average productivity of 1270 kg/ha under 

this rapeseed mustard occupies an area of 5.96 

million hectares and produce around 8.32 

million tonnes with productivity of 1397 kg/ha 

(Directorate of Economics and Statistics, 

DAC&FW, 2018). According to an ongoing 

temperature analysis conducted by scientists at 

NASA’s Goddard Institute for Space Studies 

(GISS), the average global temperature on 

Earth has increased by a little more than 1° 

Celsius (2° Fahrenheit) since 1880 and two-

thirds of the warming has occurred since 1975, 

at a rate of roughly 0.15-0.20°C per decade. 

So, in this era of of fast changing climate 

where heat, drought, cold, and salinity are the 

major abiotic stresses, achieving potential 

yield by growing varieties that are bred for 

normal conditions, is difficult since different 

stresses adversely affects plant growth at 

different stages. This is because change in 

environment causes change in behaviour or 

mode of expression of genes in a genetic 

population. Since delayed sowing exposes 

crop to heat stress at terminal growth stage 

which is very common in the Varanasi and 

other adjoining districts of Uttar Pradesh. 

 

Since seed yield is a polygenic character 

which is highly influenced by environment 

and depends on various component traits such 

as branches/plant, seeds/siliqua, siliqua length, 

main raceme length and 1000-seed weight 

(Manjunath et al., 2017).For breeding high 

yielding varieties of crop plants, breeders 

usually face problem of selection of desirable 

parents which is based on per seperformance, 

but many times high yielding genotype 

may/may not transmit its superiority to 

progeny. Hence, critical choice of parents is of 

utmost importance, particularly for 

improvement of complex quantitative 

characters such as yield. In order to select 

parents suitable for use in breeding 

programme with an aim to develop heat stress 

tolerant genotypes, gene action for important 

yield attributing traits need to be investigated. 

Since gene act in response to a particular 

environment and they have an effect on mean 

phenotypic performance of a metric trait. 

When more than one gene is governing the 

phenotypic expression, gene effects could be 

of three types additive effect, dominance 

deviation and epistatic effect.So, partitioning 

of genetic variance into its all the probable 

components i.e., additive, dominance and all 

types of epistasis which can be detected by 

generation mean analysis using the scale test, 

which measures epistasis accurately whether it 

is complimentary (Additive×Additive) or 

duplicate (Additive×Dominance) and 

(Dominance× Dominance) at the digenic level 

is vital since the commonly used mating 

designs diallel and Line × Tester; provide 

estimates of only additive and dominance/ 

non-additive components of gene effect in 

relation to whole population studied. Keeping 

these points in mind the present study was 

undertaken to understand the influence of heat 

stress on gene effects involved in inheritance 

of various quantitative and qualitative traits in 

Indian mustard to provide a basis for an 

evaluation of selection methods for the 

improvement of population. 

 

Materials and Methods 

 

Plant material and experimental design 

 

The experimental material comprised of four 

contrasting parents i.e., Kranti, Vardan, 

NRCHB 101 and PM 25 which were selected 

on the basis of their geographic origin and 

wide variation in morphological characters 

and available literature. Genotypes such as 

Pusa Mustard 25 or NPJ-112 is reported to be 

heat tolerant at seedling stage, while high 

yielders like NRCHB -101 is Suitable for late 

sown irrigated condition. On the other hand, 

Vardan is considered as a national check in 

late sown condition and Kranti is national 

check in timely sown condition. The 
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experiment involved the six basic generations 

(the P1 and P2 parent cultivars, the F1 and F2 

first and second devoted generations, and the 

B1 and B2 first and second back crosses) of 

three cross combinations of the parental 

cultivars, these combinations being Kranti × 

PM 25, Vardan × PM 25 and NRCHB 101 × 

PM 25 which were developed during Rabi, 

2016-17 and were advanced in off-season at 

Wellington. The segregating and non-

segregating parental populations were 

cultivated in a compact block family design 

with three replications during the Rabi 2018-

19 in timely and late sown condition at the 

Agriculture Research Farm, Institute of 

Agricultural Sciences, Banaras Hindu 

University, Varanasi. 

 

The parents of the respective crosses used as 

the male parent and the F1 generation as the 

female parent and effected back crosses 

produced the B1 (F1 back crossed to P1) and B2 

(F1 back crossed to P2) generations and the F1 

hybrids were selfed to obtain F2 seeds. All 

these generations were produced during two 

cropping seasons and, as such, all the six 

generations were grown together during the 

same cropping season. The row-length was 

always three meters with a spacing 45×15 cm, 

but the number of rows varied as follows one 

row for the non-segregating P1, P2 and F1; 5 

rows, for segregating the F2; and three rows 

for the B1 and B2 generations. Number of 

plants analysed varied as follows: five plants 

in each P1, P2and F1, ten plants in each B1 and 

B2 and fifteen plants in F2from each 

replication. Seed yield per plant (g) Oil 

content (%) were studied. 

 

Statistical and biometrical analysis 

 

For both the characters under study, means of 

all six generations (P1, P2, F1, F2, B1 and B2) of 

each three families viz.; Kranti × PM 25, 

Vardan × PM 25 and NRCHB 101 × PM 25in 

timely and late sown conditions were first 

subjected to regular analysis of variance was 

firstly performed for testing the significance of 

six populations within each cross for all the 

studied traits (Gomez and Gomez, 1984). The 

A, B, C and D scaling tests as outlined by 

Mather (1949) and Hayman and Mather 

(1955) were then applied to test the presence 

of non-allelic interactions. Joint scaling test 

proposed by Cavalli (1952) as indicated by 

"χ2" was applied for testing the goodness of fit 

of the adequate genetic model controlling the 

studied traits. Simple genetic model {m, d and 

h} was applied when epistasis was absent. 

Whereas, in the presence of non-allelic 

interaction, the analysis was proceeded to 

compute the interaction types involved using 

the six parameters genetic model according to 

Jinks and Jones (1958) to gain understanding 

on mode of gene action. The extent of 

heterosis was expressed as the percentage 

increase of F1 above mid-parents. Inbreeding 

depression was calculated as the difference 

between the F1 and F2 means expressed as a 

percentage of the F1 mean. The T-test was 

used to determine the significance of these 

deviations. The Potency Ratio (PR) was 

computed from generation means as per Peter 

and Frey (1966) to determine the degree of 

dominance. Based on the potency ratio, the 

degree of dominance in respect of different 

traits, were classified as follows: Complete 

dominance was indicated when Potence ratio 

= +1, Partial dominance is indicated when 

Potence ratio is between −1 and +1, Over-

dominances indicated when potency ratio 

exceeds ±1. Absence of dominance is 

indicated when Potence ratio = 0. The positive 

and negative signs indicate the direction of 

dominance of either parent.  

 

Results and Discussion 

 

Analysis of variance 

 

The results indicated the presence of 

significant differences among crosses for all 
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studied traits. Also, the results revealed that 

the populations within each cross exhibited 

significant differences for the three crosses 

studied in both the conditions. This significant 

variation suggested the existence of some sort 

of genetic variability between the used 

parental lines which is a prerequisite to 

perform generation mean analysis to study 

inheritance of the targeted traits and the 

variability might manifest their difference in 

their genetic background. 

 

Mean performance 

 

The six population means and their standard 

error of studied crosses for all traits were 

calculated and the obtained results are shown 

in Table 1. There are highly significant 

differences between parental Indian mustard 

in the three crosses for all studied traits at both 

conditions. Seed yield per plant (g) and Oil 

content (%) in both timely and late sown 

conditions would be desirable for getting high 

yielding plants even in heat stress. Vardan 

recorded highest mean for yield per plant 

(13.11g) in late sown condition in cross 

combination with PM 25. Similarly, PM 25 

recorded highest mean for oil content (42.01) 

in timely sown condition in cross combination 

with Vardan. BC1 recorded highest mean for 

yield per plant in cross Vardan × PM 25 

(17.79 g) in timely sown condition and cross 

Kranti × PM 25 (13.5) in late sown condition 

and for oil content in all the three crosses in 

late sown condition. BC2 recorded highest 

mean for yield per plant in cross Kranti × PM 

25 (34.78) in timely sown condition; for oil 

content in cross NRCHB 101 × PM 25 (42.75) 

in timely sown condition. In timely sown 

condition Vardan as P1 had greater mean value 

than its F1 (Vardan × PM 25) for yield per 

plant. While P2 (PM 25) had higher per se 

performance than its respective F1, for oil 

content (Kranti × PM 25). BC1 was greater 

than BC2 in cross Vardan × PM 25 for yield 

per plant and oil content; BC2recorded higher 

mean than BC1 in cross Kranti × PM 25 for 

yield per plant and oil content and in cross 

NRCHB101 × PM 25 for yield per plant and 

oil content. In late sown condition, Kranti as 

P1 had lower mean value than its F1 (Kranti × 

PM 25) for both the traits considered while 

Vardan as P1 had greater mean value than its 

F1 (Vardan × PM 25) for yield per plant and 

oil content. While P2 (PM 25) had higher per 

se performance than its respective F1 for yield 

per plant (Vardan × PM 25). F2 was Greater 

than F1 in Vardan × PM 25 for seed yield per 

plant in late sown condition and oil content in 

both timely and late sown condition. In the 

remaining cases F1 was greater than F2. The 

results showed that the F2 generations 

appeared to be superior over their F1 hybrids. 

These findings reflected the presence of 

transgressive segregation and/or epistasis 

which indicated to the role of additive and 

epistasis gene effects in the inheritance of 

these traits with respect to the previous 

crosses. In cases where F1 was greater than F2 

presence of heterotic effect and non-additive 

genetic variance plays the major role in the 

inheritance of these traits. For traits where F2 

greater than F1, BC1 and BC2 suggests that 

mean values of the generated population fall 

outside the parental range for these traits and 

implying role of dominance and over 

dominance gene expression. 

 

BC1 was greater than BC2 in cross Vardan × 

PM 25 for yield per plant and oil content; and 

in cross NRCHB 101 × PM 25for oil content. 

BC2 recorded higher mean than BC1 in cross 

NRCHB101 × PM 25 for yield per plant. 

Influence of Kranti was more than PM 25 for 

yield per plant in late sown condition; while 

Vardan had greater influence than PM 25 for 

yield per plant in both timely and late sown 

condition and for oil content in late sown 

condition. The results also revealed that the 

backcrosses mean of most of studied crosses 

tended toward the respective recurrent parents 

in most of studied traits preferred the role of 
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additive and dominance gene action effects. 

The above results suggests that the crosses 

which involved at least one of the highest 

parents with respect to particular trait studied 

had the highest mean values for these traits. 

 

Scaling test to test adequacy of the genetic 

model 

 

To determine gene action controlling 

inheritance of all studied traits in the 

corresponding crosses at each location, the 

scaling test (A, B, C and D) and joint scaling 

test (χ2) was used as shown in Table 2. The A, 

B, C and D scaling tests were carried out for 2 

traits indicated the presence of non-allelic 

interactions in almost all cases.  

 

The A and B scaling tests provided the 

evidence for the presence of all three types of 

epistasis viz., additive × additive, additive × 

dominance and dominance × dominance, type 

gene interactions. The C and D scaling tests 

provided a test for dominance × dominance 

and additive × additive type of epistasis, 

respectively. The results of scaling test 

showed that one or more of the four scales 

were significant or highly significant for all 

studied traits, except in crosses Kranti × PM 

25 in timely sown condition for oil content 

and NRCHB 101 × PM 25 in timely sown 

condition for seed yield per plant suggesting 

either gene interaction or linkage or both are 

playing an important role in the expression of 

this character. Similar findings were additive -

dominance model was sufficient to explain the 

gene action in crosses was reported by Habiba, 

et al., 2016. These results were confirmed by 

highly significant joint scaling test (χ2). 

Significant values for all scaling tests 

indicated the presence of non-allelic 

interactions, hence six parameter model was 

used to explain the nature of gene action and 

types of epistasis where complex genetic 

model was found to be controlling the 

inheritance of these traits (Table 2). 

Gene action 

 

Three-parameter model 

 

For non-interacting crosses three- parameter 

model is used for estimation of genetic 

components i.e., when epistasis is in-

significant the main effects (d, h) account for 

the total phenotypic mean performance of a 

cross. For yield per plant, m and h gene effects 

were found significant in cross NRCHB 101 × 

PM 25 at timely sown condition. For oil 

content, m and h gene effects were found 

significant in cross Kranti × PM 25 at timely 

sown condition. 

 

Six-parameter model to understand gene 

action and epistasis effects for traits 

considered for this study 

 

Yield per plant 

 

All the crosses at timely and late sown 

conditions showed significance for m (mean) 

gene effects. Kranti × PM 25 at timely sown 

condition showed significance for h, i, j and l 

gene effects. Cross Vardan × PM 25 at timely 

sown condition showed significance for d, h, i 

and l gene effects for Yield per plant. In cross 

Kranti × PM 25 at timely sown condition l 

(dominance × dominance) gene effect was 

found significant. d and l were found to be 

significant in cross NRCHB101 × PM 25 at 

late sown condition. Interaction gene effects 

(i, j and l) was found to be higher than the 

main gene effect (d, h) in crosses NRCHB 101 

× PM 25 at late sown condition.  

 

Remaining crosses exhibited high value of 

main gene effect (d, h). Among interaction 

gene effects i (additive × additive interaction) 

was found to be higher in crosses Kranti × PM 

25 and Vardan × PM 25, at timely and late 

sown condition whereas in cross NRCHB101 

× PM 25 at late sown condition dominance × 

dominance (l) was higher. High value of h 
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(dominance effect) was observed in all the 

crosses in both the conditions suggesting that 

the genes are dispersed in the parents.  

 

Duplicate type epistasis was observed in 

crosses Kranti × PM 25 and VARDAN × PM 

25, at timely sown condition this limits the 

variability range thus selection can be delayed 

to advanced generation to benefit from the 

decrease of non-fixable genetic variation and 

to exploit transgressive segregation due to 

significant additive × additive gene effects and 

duplicate type of epistasis. 

 

Oil content 

 

All the crosses at timely and late sown 

conditions except Kranti × PM 25 at timely 

sown condition showed significance for m 

(mean) gene effects. Vardan × PM 25 at 

timely sown condition showed significance for 

h, i, j and l gene effects. In cross NRCHB 101 

× PM 25 at timely sown condition d (additive) 

and l (dominance × dominance) gene effects 

were found significant on the other hand at 

late sown condition cross NRCHB101 × PM 

25 showed significance for all the gene effects 

except for l (dominance × dominance).  

 

In Kranti × PM 25 at late sown condition h, i 

and j gene effects were significant. Interaction 

gene effects (i, j and l) was found to be higher 

than the main gene effect (d, h) in all the 

crosses at timely sown condition while all the 

crosses at late sown condition exhibited high 

value of main gene effect (d, h). Among 

interaction gene effects, cross Vardan × PM 

25 at timely sown condition and Kranti × PM 

25 and NRCHB101 × PM 25 at late sown 

condition showed higher j (additive × 

dominance interaction).  

 

In crosses Kranti × PM 25 at timely sown 

condition l (dominance × dominance) was 

found to be higher. High i (additive × 

additive) was seen in crosses NRCHB101 × 

PM 25 at timely sown condition and Vardan × 

PM 25 at late sown condition. High value of d 

(additive effect) was observed among the main 

gene effects (d and h) in crosses Vardan × PM 

25 at timely and late sown condition and 

NRCHB101 × PM 25 at late sown condition. 

Duplicate type epistasis was observed in 

crosses Kranti × PM 25 at late sown condition, 

Vardan × PM 25 at timely sown condition and 

NRCHB101 × PM 25 at late sown condition.  

 

Duplicate type of nonallelic gene interaction 

further confirms the prevalence of dominance 

effects (Singh and Sharma 2001). These 

results were in agreement with Cheema and 

Sadaqat (2004) reported that additive and non-

additive type of gene action controlling its 

expression for oil content. Also, Kant and 

Gulati (2001) reported different parameters 

across different crosses and environments. 

Duplicate-type epistasis in most of the cases 

indicated predominantly dispersed alleles at 

the interacting loci. Duplicate epistasis for 

different traits had also been reported by, and 

Singh et al., (2012) they also reported the 

presence of duplicate epistasis for seed yield 

and oil content. Dominance gene effects were 

found to be relatively more important, as 

indicated by the fact that in all cases the 

dominance effect [h] value was much higher 

than the additive values [d].In a study related 

to Brassica species, Habiba, et al., 2016, 

Cheema and Sadaqat (2004) reported that 

additive and non-additive type of gene action 

controlling its expression for oil content.  

 

Kant and Gulati (2001) reported significance 

of different parameters across different crosses 

and environments. Cheema and Sadaqat 

(2004) also reported about the role of change 

in environment effects different traits 

contributing to yield components. Khuble et 

al., (1998) revealed that both additive and 

non-additive gene effects played major role in 

controlling the expression of various traits in 

B. juncea. 
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Table.1 Mean performance of six populations for different traits in the three Indian mustard crosses for all studied traits in timely and 

late sown condition during 2018-19 season 

 

Cross Condition P1 P2 F1 F2 BC1 BC2 

Sample 

Size 

5 5 5 15 10 10 

YIELD PER PLANT 

KRANTI 

X PM 25 

TIMELY 12.6

5 

± 0.68

9 

11.3

8 

± 0.58

7 

15.3

1 

± 0.26

5 

12.6

5 

± 1.07

1 

17.5

0 

± 1.21

3 

18.2

4 

± 1.47

7 

VARDAN 

X PM 25 

13.6

2 

± 1.35

8 

11.3

8 

± 0.58

7 

12.9

1 

± 1.30

1 

12.6

0 

± 1.22 17.7

9 

± 1.80

9 

15.0

1 

± 1.19

8 

NRCHB10

1 X PM 25 

9.42 ± 0.63

6 

12.6

5 

± 1.32 14.5

1 

± 0.84 13.7

1 

± 1.35

5 

12.4

2 

± 1.31

9 

13.3

6 

± 1.60

3 

KRANTI 

X PM 25 

LATE 10.9

8 

± 1.46

3 

10.3

9 

± 2.44 12.7

4 

± 2.48

7 

9.87 ± 1.23

1 

13.5

0 

± 2.22

4 

11.6

3 

± 2.89

2 

VARDAN 

X PM 25 

13.1

1 

± 1.51

7 

10.9

0 

± 1.86

7 

8.45 ± 1.62

8 

8.71 ± 1.07 10.7

0 

± 1.86

7 

9.79 ± 1.97

4 

NRCHB10

1 X PM 25 

9.58 ± 0.76

5 

10.5

0 

± 1.83

6 

10.7

2 

± 2.49

1 

8.88 ± 0.94

6 

6.24 ± 0.64

8 

8.69 ± 1.30

9 

OIL CONTENT 

KRANTI 

X PM 25 

TIMELY 40.3

3 

± 0.33

9 

42.0

1 

± 0.07

3 

42.7

4 

± 0.33

1 

42.2

0 

± 0.33

2 

41.7

3 

± 0.37

6 

42.0

7 

± 0.43

3 

VARDAN 

X PM 25 

40.2

6 

± 0.30

3 

42.0

1 

± 0.07

3 

41.1

6 

± 0.51

2 

41.3

3 

± 0.31

1 

41.0

0 

± 0.29

4 

39.9

8 

± 0.43

5 

NRCHB10

1 X PM 25 

42.0

3 

± 0.15

6 

42.0

1 

± 0.07

3 

41.6

7 

± 0.35

1 

42.0

4 

± 0.19

8 

41.5

5 

± 0.07

6 

42.7

5 

± 0.10

3 

KRANTI 

X PM 25 

LATE 35.9

7 

± 0.22

6 

38.2

2 

± 0.13

6 

41.8

5 

± 0.71

3 

39.9

5 

± 0.72

2 

41.9

8 

± 0.30

4 

41.7

2 

± 0.10

6 

VARDAN 

X PM 25 

40.0

6 

± 0.19 38.2

7 

± 0.12

7 

39.3

7 

± 0.13

4 

40.2

2 

± 0.23

2 

40.1

9 

± 0.45 39.8

5 

± 0.41 

NRCHB10

1 X PM 25 

37.6

2 

± 0.30

8 

39.2

7 

± 0.12

7 

39.3

4 

± 0.14

7 

32.7

7 

± 1.65

3 

41.3

1 

± 0.07

4 

40.3

4 

± 0.08

9 
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Table.2 Scaling test (A, B, C and D) along with estimates of gene effects of the three and six-parameter genetic model in the three 

Indian mustard crosses for all studied traits in timely and late sown condition along with heterosis, inbreeding depression, potence 

ratio and number of effective genes in the year 2018-19 for yield per plant and oil content. 

 
TRAITS YIELD PER PLANT OIL CONTENT 

ENVIRONMENT TIMELY LATE TIMELY LATE 

CROSS 

K
R

A
N

T
I 

X
 

P
M

 2
5

 

V
A

R
D

A
N

 

X
 

P
M

 2
5

 

N
R

C
H

B
1

0
1

 

X
 

P
M

 2
5

 

K
R

A
N

T
I 

X
 

P
M

 2
5

 

V
A

R
D

A
N

 

X
 

P
M

 2
5

 

N
R

C
H

B
1

0
1

 

X
 

P
M

 2
5

 

K
R

A
N

T
I 

X
 

P
M

 2
5

 

V
A

R
D

A
N

 

X
 

P
M

 2
5

 

N
R

C
H

B
1

0
1

 

X
 

P
M

 2
5

 

K
R

A
N

T
I 

X
 

P
M

 2
5

 

V
A

R
D

A
N

 

X
 

P
M

 2
5

 

N
R

C
H

B
1

0
1

 

X
 

P
M

 2
5

 

SCALING TEST A -7.04* -3.84* -0.55 -0.87 0.07 4.65** -0.4 -1.19 2.52* -9.01* -1.79 -26.38* 

B -9.77** -3.56** 0.22 -0.03 -0.09 1.64 0.61 5.49** -7.61** -6.31** -4.25** -13.62** 

C 4.08** 0.13 -1.11 1.38 1.78 1.59 -1 -0.78 -1.25 -0.83 -6.62** 6.40** 

D -10.45** -4.03** 0.83 -1.73* -1.54* 2.05* 0.6 3.59** -0.93* -3.64** 0.88 -8.44** 

χ2 58.33** 26.73** 1.59 4.31 3.87 26.29** 3.49 41.99** 120.48** 87.47** 60.05** 824.98** 

EPISTASIS present present - present present present - present present present present present 

TYPE OF NON-ALLELIC 

INTERACTION 

i,j,l j,i - i i j,i - j,i j,i j,i j,l i,j,l 

SIX PARAMETER 

MODEL 

m 12.65** 17.89** - 11.34** 14.10** 16.26** - 229.97** 368.08** 78.25** 299.74** 34.33** 

d -0.73 2.21* - 0.73 0.57 -2.90** - 3.36** -16.24** 1.13 0.97 14.52** 

h 24.19** 4.04** - 1.96 0.62 -1.57 - -3.38** 0.18 5.74** -0.65 8.66** 

i 20.90** 4.03** - 1.73 1.54 -2.05* - -3.59** 0.93 3.64** -0.88 8.44** 

j -2.73** 1.25 - 0.57 -0.12 -1.95 - 5.98** -13.58** 5.63** -1.54 15.33** 

l -37.72* -5.00* - -1.22 -0.87 3.41** - 3.90** -2.43 -6.96 -1.48 -10.42 

THREE 

PARAMETER 

MODEL 

m   14.34**    42.38**      

d   -1.62    -0.84      

h   30.43**    122.45**      

TYPE OF EPISTASIS D D - - - - - D - D - D 

HETEROSIS EFFECT -8.11** 17.56** 0.66 -7.55** 0.98 9.14** 0.91 -1.73 0.02 -2.61** 1.13 -24.41** 

HETEROSIS 2.66 1.52 1.86 1.76 -2.45 0.23 0.73 -0.85 -0.34 3.63 1.09 0.06 

INBREEDING DEPRESSION 2.67 0.31 0.8 2.87 -0.26 1.84 0.54 -0.17 -0.37 1.91 -0.85 6.57 

INBREEDING DEPRESSION % 17.42 2.38 5.5 22.52 -3.13 17.19 1.26 -0.42 -0.89 4.55 -2.16 16.7 

POTENCE 

RATIO/LEVEL 

OF DOMINANCE 

POTENCE 

RATIO (h1) 

5.2 0.36 -2.15 6.92 -3.21 -1.49 -1.87 -0.03 -36.23 -4.22 0.23 -1.08 

POTENCE 

RATIO (h2) 

1.98 0.18 -3.31 -5.49 -5.95 5.08 -2.47 -0.45 3.84 -5.06 2.36 13.77 

CASTLE-

WRIGHT 

FORMULA 

0.01 0.05 0.05 -0.01 0.16 -0.01 0.32 2.65 0 0.12 0.55 0.01 
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Heterosis  

 

To draw the valid conclusion respecting the 

magnitude of heterosis relative to the better 

parents (heterobeltiosis), inbreeding 

depression percentage, potency ratio (ĥ1) for 

F1 and (ĥ2) for F2, for all studied traits in the 

corresponding cross in both timely and late 

sown conditions were estimated as shown in 

Table (2). Significant positive heterosis for 

seed yield per plant was observed in Vardan × 

PM 25 and NRCHB101 × PM 25 in both 

timely and late sown condition and for oil 

content Kranti × PM 25 and NRCHB101 × 

PM 25 in timely sown condition and Vardan × 

PM 25 in late sown condition exhibited 

desirable heterosis. Low heterosis values for 

most of the traits may be due to narrow 

genetic base of parents used for the present 

investigation.  

 

Potence ratio 

 

Potence ratio of the corresponding crosses in 

the F1 and F2 generations at both locations as 

shown in Table (2), the results revealed that in 

F1 over over dominance was seen in Kranti × 

PM 25 for yield per plant in timely sown 

condition and late sown condition; Similarly, 

in F2 potence ratio was found to manifest over 

dominance in KRANTI × PM 25 for yield per 

plant in timely sown condition; in cross 

VARDAN × PM 25 for oil content in late 

sown condition; in cross NRCHB101 × PM 25 

for oil content in timely sown condition and 

yield per plant and oil content in late sown 

condition implying that there is preponderance 

of non-additive gene action and selection 

should be delayed to later generations for such 

traits. Partial dominance was revealed in cross 

in cross Vardan × PM 25 for yield per plant 

and oil content in timely sown condition. 

Over-dominance towards the better (desirable) 

parent as revealed by potence ratio was 

detected for both the studied traits. These 

results are similar to the findings obtained by 

Elnenny and Shafei Wafaa (2017), 

Bocianowski et al., (2019), Philanim et al., 

(2019) and Abdelsatar et al., (2020) in canola.  

 

Types of gene action can be employed to 

decide the expression for exploiting various 

characters under study. Different characters in 

the same cross or same character in different 

crosses in different sowing conditions show 

different type and magnitude of gene effects 

which is necessary for handling of individual 

cross in segregating populations. Results of 

the present investigation indicated that gene 

main (m) effects, derived from the six-

parameter model, was significant for all 

studied traits; while significance of additive 

(d), dominance (h), additive×additive (i), 

additive×dominance (j) and dominance× 

dominance (l) gene effects and allelic 

interactions varied among traits. All the traits 

in all the three crosses in both timely and late 

sown condition had positive and significant 

mean values (m) suggesting dominance in 

positive direction i.e., in the direction of 

increased trait value which suggested that 

dominant alleles control high values of the 

trait. Results from present investigation also 

suggests that dominance played a major role 

in the inheritance of the studied traits in both 

timely and late sown conditions. This implies 

that the genes involved in the inheritance of 

these traits are predominantly dispersed in the 

parents. Presence of duplicate epistasis yield 

per plant in timely sown condition and oil 

content in late sown condition in cross Kranti 

× PM 25; for yield per plant and oil content in 

timely sown condition in cross Vardan × PM 

25. Over dominance, dominance and partial 

dominance were manifested in the studied 

crosses for different traits in different 

conditions. The magnitude of dominance and 

epistatic effects present in the material may be 

exploited through appropriate recurrent 

selection procedure. Based on these findings it 

can be concluded that the investigated traits 

show complex genetic behaviour, which 
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suggests that early selection would be less 

efficient; therefore, it is recommended that 

delayed selection in advanced generations 

should be done to benefit from the decrease in 

non-fixable genetic variation and exploit 

transgressive segregators due to the significant 

interaction additivity×additivity (i) of the gene 

and duplicated epistasis. In the present 

investigation, nonallelic (epistasis) interaction 

played significant role in determining the 

expression of various characters which are 

studied. Thus, high volume crossing like 

biparental and diallel selective mating systems 

of breeding methods takes care of additive and 

non-additive gene action which seems more 

promising for various characters for their 

improvement under the present investigation. 

Pedigree method of selection is one of the 

most appropriate methods of breeding for the 

improvement of the characters which are 

controlled by additive gene effect. Heterosis 

breeding or hybridization followed by cyclic 

method of breeding can exploit both additive 

and non-additive gene effects for 

improvements of different characters. 
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